SPECIAL EDUCATION TEAM

Emily Freeman
SPED Teacher

Erica Moultrie
Speech Therapy

Jean LaGue
SPED Teacher

Seth Tucker
SPED Teacher

Rita Atkinson
Paraprofessional

Patricia Fowler
Paraprofessional

Lisa Wilburn
ISEA
SPECIALS

Chris Wilmoth
PE. Teacher

Doane Miller
Technology

Lauren Fisher
Music Teacher

Robin Kinney
Media Specialist

Reena Young
Instrument Teacher

Xavier McFadden
PE. Teacher

Virginia Quan
Art Teacher

Lauren Budzygon
Music Teacher
ESOL TEAM

Katherine Leikvoll
Teacher

Dr. Orlando Rivera
Teacher

Michelle Robinson
Teacher

Megan Milko
Teacher
CAFETERIA AND MAINTENANCE

Michelle Turner
Cafeteria Manager

Mindy Weiss-Weatherford
Cafeteria

Cafeteria

Meric Morris
Building Supervisor

Julius Hanberry
Custodian

Dwight Jackson
Night Leader
KINDERGARTEN TEAM

Dr. Selena Fizer
Teacher

Christina Harter
Teacher

Cheryl Curtis
Paraprofessional

Samantha Sheffield
Teacher

Mary Kagwi
Teacher
FIRST GRADE TEAM
RED POD

Jennifer Silverman
Teacher

Frances Roche
Teacher

Denese Anderson
Teacher

Denise Weingartz
Paraprofessional

Rahima Zguir
Teacher
SECOND GRADE TEAM
ORANGE POD

Denice Patterson
Teacher

Roberta Mason
Teacher

Myriam Ferensic
Teacher

Melissa McShane
Teacher
THIRD GRADE TEAM
YELLOW POD

Joy Rogers-
Maxwell Teacher

Talece Wood Teacher

Larry Brandon Teacher

Lorenz George Paraprofessional
FOURTH GRADE TEAM
BLUE POD

William Burnside
Teacher

Amber Shepard
Teacher

Deborah Willis-Reid
Teacher

Robin Chantker
Teacher
FIFTH GRADE TEAM
GREEN POD

Katharine Kostashak Teacher

Phillip Massay Teacher

Deneen Walker Teacher

Ryan Delaney Teacher

Famous Okie Paraprofessional
STAFF E-MAILS:

FIRST NAME . LAST NAME @PGCPS.ORG

EXCEPTION:

*NICOLE SCOTT- ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL NSCOTT@PGCPS.ORG